
OVERVIEW

BRIDGING THE GAP
BETWEEN TALENT AND
OPPORTUNITY GLOBALLY
HOW ATLAS CORPS IS BUILDING
TOMORROW'S GLOBAL LEADERS TODAY 

The programs that we offer empower emerging leaders around the world
in growing their skills and expanding their commitment to democratic
values while supporting the needs of global organizations. These skills,
coupled with the core values of service to a global community and
respect for diversity, help leaders to realize their fullest potential in
whatever path they choose to follow in this new age of global
connectedness.

Atlas Corps has two key programs: the Virtual Leadership Institute (VLI),
which teaches leadership skills to Scholars working locally to
implement social impact projects; and the Global Leaders Fellowship,
which grows emerging global leader Fellows through Fellowships in US-
based organizations.

"Atlas Corps values the full exchange of
ideas and working as global citizens and puts
focus on not only what Fellows get out of the
experience, but also what the Host
Organizations can learn from Fellows."

To preserve and enhance our almost two decades of
leadership excellence while meeting the challenges of a rapidly
changing world, Atlas Corps will pursue these strategic
priorities by 2025:

1. Invest in the Talent Journeys for Emerging Leaders by
Growing 1,000 Leaders through the Virtual Leadership
Institute and Placing 300 Fellows through the Global Leader
Fellowship.

2. Build a Prominent Global Community of Changemakers.

Atlas Corps first began in 2006 and has already made a
significant impact globally. Highlights of Atlas Corps’
achievements, made possible thanks to support we've
received, include:

• Partnered with over 76 US Embassies across the world to
implement leadership development programs.

• Supported the placement of 687 leaders through the Global
Leader Fellowship, expanding their opportunities and
community.

• Met the talent needs of over 321 US-based organizations
such as Special Olympics, the American Red Cross, Save the
Children, and the United Nations Foundation through the
placement of Fellows, bringing diverse experts to the table for
the success of the organization.

• Founded the Virtual Leadership Institute during the COVID
pandemic to support local leader development and
commitment to democratic values for 630 leaders globally.

• Helped 90 local initiatives since 2020 through Community
Impact Funds to support pressing social issues.

• Built a community of  1,500+ leaders from  115+ countries.

• Raised millions for leadership building programs globally,
specifically for emerging leaders working for social impact and
democracy building.

STRATEGIC PRIORITIES

ACCOMPLISHMENTS TO DATE

Atlas Corps is 501(c)(3) charitable organization. 
Contributions are tax-deductible for income, gift, and estate taxes. EIN: 76-0834735.

atlascorps.org 

-Vithika Yadav
Fellow, India
Served at Free the Slaves

Atlas Corps recognizes that there is hidden talent around the
world, and we are committed to empowering social change
leaders while building democracy across borders. We develop
leaders and strengthen organizations through leadership
programs, cultural awareness, education, and networking to
organizations engaged in global workforce mobility – creating a
global alumni community of skilled social change professionals.


